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Tissue mechanical properties reflect extracellular matrix composition and organization, and as such,
their changes can be a signature of disease. Examples of such diseases include intervertebral disk
degeneration, cancer, atherosclerosis, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, and tooth decay. Here we
introduce the tissue diagnostic instrument �TDI�, a device designed to probe the mechanical
properties of normal and diseased soft and hard tissues not only in the laboratory but also in patients.
The TDI can distinguish between the nucleus and the annulus of spinal disks, between young and
degenerated cartilage, and between normal and cancerous mammary glands. It can quantify the
elastic modulus and hardness of the wet dentin left in a cavity after excavation. It can perform an
indentation test of bone tissue, quantifying the indentation depth increase and other mechanical
parameters. With local anesthesia and disposable, sterile, probe assemblies, there has been neither
pain nor complications in tests on patients. We anticipate that this unique device will facilitate
research on many tissue systems in living organisms, including plants, leading to new insights into
disease mechanisms and methods for their early detection. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3127602�

I. INTRODUCTION

The tissue diagnostic instrument �TDI� was redesigned
from the bone diagnostic instrument1,2 so as to measure tis-
sue mechanical properties subcutaneously and in vivo with
additional probe assemblies and an adjustable compliance
�Fig. 1�. It consists of a thin probe assembly that can pen-
etrate skin and soft tissue to reach deep tissues. The dispos-
able, sterilizable probe assembly consists of an outer refer-
ence probe made from a 23 gauge hypodermic needle and an
inner test probe made from stainless steel wire ranging from
175 to 300 �m in diameter and from 2 to 90 mm in length.
Since friction between the test probe and the reference probe
increases with length, it is desirable to use only the length
needed to access the desired tissue location. The test probe is
held in a nickel tube that couples to a magnet, which in turn
is linked to a force generator. During operation the force
generator oscillates the probe within the tissue of interest and

concurrently measures the force and displacement. The
maximum values for force and displacement are 12 N and
600 �m. The probe is typically operated at a frequency of 4
Hz because this is rapid enough to allow hand holding yet
sufficiently slow to allow easy decoupling of the elastic and
viscous response of the tissue �see supplementary material3

for more details including force and displacement ranges.�

II. MEASUREMENTS

We first illustrate TDI use in human spinal disks that are
composed of a thick outer ligament �annulus fibrosus� and a
central swelling hydrogel �nucleus pulposus�. Spinal disk de-
generation can be the underlying cause of back pain leading
to significant morbidity and societal expense. Intervertebral
disks are one of the most highly loaded tissues in the body,
and consequently material property insufficiency can lead to
damage accumulation, inflammation, and pain. Disk degen-
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eration is currently diagnosed using imaging techniques,
such as magnetic resonance.4 Unfortunately, these methods
can only indirectly suggest disk mechanical properties,
which currently cannot be measured in vivo.

Using image-guided, percutaneous placement �Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b��, disk material properties can now be measured
safely in vivo using a type N probe assembly �Fig. 1�c��. The
novel sharpening of the reference probe for type N probe
assembly decreases the problem of tissue being caught be-
tween the test probe and the reference probe during insertion
and thus decreases the friction between the test probe and the
reference probe. The friction between the test and reference
probes is typically �0.02 N. The specific value is recorded
by the software before testing a sample and is removed from
the samples’ force versus distance plot before analysis. The
force versus displacement data are plotted in real time and
recorded digitally �Figs. 2�c� and 2�d��. The slope of the
force versus displacement curve provides a measure of disk
elasticity: in the case of a simple spring, the slope would be
the spring constant. The energy dissipation in the force ver-
sus displacement curve is the area inside the curve and is a
measure of the viscous behavior. Viscosity is absent from a
simple spring yet is large for a purely viscous material such

as petroleum jelly, which has an elasticity near zero.
There are significant differences �p values of �0.01� in

slope �N/m� and energy dissipation ��J� between the annulus
fibrosus and the nucleus pulposus �Fig. 2�. The annulus fi-
brosus has both higher slope and energy dissipation. These
results are representative of our measurements on 11 disks:
the slope and energy dissipation are always greater in the
annulus than the nucleus. This observation of higher slope or
stiffness in the annulus is consistent with previous experi-
ments measuring the compressive properties of both annulus
and nucleus.5,6 However, a precise comparison with estab-
lished mechanical data is not readily available because me-
chanical testing in this manner at high spatial resolution has
not been possible previously. Because these properties are
known to change with age and degeneration, an eventual
goal would be to determine whether in vivo measures of
annulus and nucleus material properties provide novel data
that improve back pain diagnosis and treatment. We note that
the 23 gauge needle is consistent with the recent
recommendation7 that a spinal needle smaller than or equal
to 22 gauge should be used to prevent postsurgery leakage.

An epithelial tissue such as the mammary gland is an

FIG. 1. �Color� The TDI. �a� The TDI can measure mechanical properties of
tissues under test even if they are covered with skin and other soft tissues
because it has a probe assembly that can be inserted subcutaneously into the
tissue under test. �b� It can be handheld and is connected to a computer for
data generation, acquisition, and processing. In this photo it is being used to
measure differences in the mechanical properties of fruit and gel in a snack
food. �c� A probe assembly for the TDI consists of a test probe, which moves
displacements of the order of 200 �m relative to the reference probe. The
reference probe serves to shield the test probe from the influence of the skin
and soft tissue that must be penetrated to reach the tissue under test. Type D
probes are good for very soft tissue, such as the murine breast tissue in Fig.
3. Type N probes are good for stiffer tissue, such as the spinal disk tissue in
Fig. 2. The screw at the top of the TDI �a� can adjust the compliance of the
TDI, as discussed in the supplementary material.

FIG. 2. Demonstration of the ability of the TDI to distinguish between the
annulus and nucleus of a human intervertebral disk. �a� X-ray image of
transverse view of a cadaver lumbar motion segment L12 with test probe
located in annulus. �b� Similar view with probe centered in the nucleus. �c�
Force vs displacement curve measured by the TDI during a cyclic load cycle
�4 Hz� in the annulus. �d� Force vs displacement curve measured in the
nucleus. Note that the annulus is much stiffer �higher slope� and dissipates
more energy �higher area enclosed by the curve�. �e� Histogram comparing
the average least-squares slope for ten cycles in the annulus vs in the
nucleus. �f� Histogram comparing the average energy dissipation for ten
measurements in the annulus vs in the nucleus �31.8�1.1 �J vs
9.7�0.6 �J; p�0.01�. The error bars indicate standard deviation for the
ten measurements within the annulus and within the nucleus in the disk.
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example of the softest tissue that can be probed with the
current TDI. Figure 3 shows a paired-comparison of the
mammary glands #2/3 and #4 from normal Friend Virus B,
mice and tumors arising in the matched mammary glands of
their MMTV-PyMT+ /- �Mouse Mammery Tumor Virus-
Polyoma Middle T Antigen� littermates. These data are rep-
resentative of the data in an ongoing study of various tumors.
The results of that study are beyond the scope of this paper,
but we can report that all 30 tumors are stiffer �have higher
slope� than all 15 normal mammary glands in tissue site-
matched and age-matched mice. Normal murine mammary
glands have elastic modulus below 1 kPa as measured with a
conventional rheometer and with the TDI device. This value
is comparable with our calibration curves on polyacrylamide
�PA� gels �see supplementary material� that demonstrate TDI
sensitivity below 1 kPa. Normal and transformed human
breast tissue is considerably stiffer than mouse tissue8 and is
therefore well within the range of the TDI. Tissue stiffness

increases in many breast cancers. To quantify stiffness and
improve breast tumor detection, imaging modalities such as
sonoelastography and Magnetic Resonance elastography
have been used.9,10 The TDI offers a tractable and economi-
cal approach to measure breast stiffness in situ with millime-
ter resolution. Our preliminary trials on human breast tissue
from cadavers showed detectable variations in mechanical
properties between different locations in the same specimen
with a spatial resolution of 2 mm �data not shown�. Based on
these observations an eventual goal would be to use the TDI
for localization of human breast cancer in situ. A foreseeable
clinical application includes using the device to define mar-
gins of affected tissue and sites for biopsy. The TDI measure-
ment could easily be combined with biopsy; the test probe
could be withdrawn into the reference probe to collect a bi-
opsy sample after mechanical testing. We are currently inves-
tigating the molecular mechanism of how the mechanical
properties contribute to breast cancer; the TDI can be applied
to clarify the molecular link between matrix materials prop-
erties of tissues and tumor risk �i.e., breast cancer in women
with mammographically dense breasts11,12�.

Prior to clinically apparent symptoms of osteoarthritis,
the material quality and mechanical function of cartilage ma-
trix are compromised.13 The ability to noninvasively probe
the material quality of this stratified tissue will complement
and extend current diagnostic capabilities.13 Furthermore, de-
tection of cartilage degeneration early in osteoarthritis may
increase the success of therapeutic intervention. To that end,
the ability of the TDI to distinguish the elastic modulus of
synthetic materials with moduli comparable to cartilage was
validated against well-established methods including atomic
force microscopy, nanoindentation, and bulk stress relaxation
�Fig. 4�. In addition to accurately measuring the elastic
modulus of PA gels with a range of moduli from 0.2 to 1
MPa, the TDI could measure the elastic modulus of a stiff
gel that was inferior to a compliant gel, demonstrating its
ability to noninvasively evaluate a stratified material �Fig.
4�d��. When applied to cartilage, the TDI readily discrimi-
nated between a young healthy cadaveric specimen and an
old degenerated surgical specimen that were probed in situ
�Fig. 4�f��.

Human dentin is an example of the hard tissue that can
be probed with our current device �Fig. 5�. One unsolved
problem for practicing dentists is deciding when a sufficient
depth has been reached when drilling to remove carious den-
tin from a cavity. One proposed solution has been the devel-
opment of a new experimental polymer bur �from SS White
Burs, Inc., Lakewood, NJ�, which is designed to remove soft
decaying dentin but blunt on harder healthy dentin and thus
self-limit the tissue amount removed. Here we show the
properties of the remaining dentin after a first excavation by
such a bur and then after a second excavation with a second
polymer bur of the same type �Fig. 5�. Next was a third
excavation with a #4 round carbide bur and finally a cavity
preparation into presumably sound dentin using a #330 car-
bide bur. Note that even after the cavity preparation, the den-
tin did not have the full elastic modulus of the healthy den-
tin. Our primary focus was on relative values as excavation
proceeded. The elastic modulus, as calculated from force

FIG. 3. �Color� Demonstration of the ability of the TDI to distinguish be-
tween normal mammary glands and tumors. Hematoxylin and eosin �H&E�
staining of �a� the representative normal FVB murine mammary gland and
�b� the matched malignant MMTV-PyMT+ / -murine mammary gland that
were tested in this experiment. �c� The mammary tumors have significantly
�P�0.001� higher slopes, a measure of elasticity, for both the thoracic # 2/3
and the inguinal #4 tissues. �d� The mammary tumors have significantly
higher energy dissipation for the thoracic # 2/3 tissue �P�0.001�, but the
difference for the inguinal # 4 tumor was not significant. Histogram com-
paring �e� the elastic modulus and �f� the loss modulus, as measured by
rheology, for the normal mammary glands and mammary tumors after the
TDI measurements �two subregions for each mammary gland, ten measure-
ments for each region�. Note that the results for elasticity and loss modulus
for the two techniques reproduce the same general trends. The error bars in
the measurements indicate standard deviation for all the measurements.
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versus displacement curves generated by the TDI and ana-
lyzed using a modified Oliver and Pharr14 method, for the
dentin left in the cavity by the polymer bur was below that
for healthy dentin far from the cavity �Fig. 5�c��. Please see
the appendix for the details of the modified method. The
hardness, as calculated from force versus displacement
curves generated by the TDI and analyzed using a modified
Oliver and Pharr14 method, for the dentin left in the cavity by
the polymer bur was below that for healthy dentin far from
the cavity �Fig. 5�c��. One-way analysis of variance gives
values of P�0.0001 for the elastic modulus and P=0.0008
for the hardness, indicating that the variation among means
is significantly greater than expected by chance. Thus the
TDI has the potential to quantify the properties of dentin left
in a cavity and could be used to study the outcome of various
treatment strategies for how much degenerated dentin is re-
moved before filling the cavity.

The absolute value for the elastic modulus of our
“healthy dentin” is well within the range of existing mea-
surements but below the value of 20–25 GPa recommended
in a recent critical reevaluation of the literature.15 The reason
is probably the storage of the teeth in water for weeks before
measurement.16 To our knowledge, the TDI is the first instru-

ment that can measure elastic modulus and hardness inside
irregularly shaped, fully hydrated dentin cavities. It could be
used for research projects without further modification. For
individual clinical use, a smaller, less expensive version with
an angled probe would be desirable. The experiments on
dentin reported here build on a rich history of measuring
mechanical properties with indentation methods.14,17,18 Of
special interest is recent work modeling size effects with
finite element analysis19 because extensions of work such as
this may lead to a more quantitative understanding of TDI
measurements on soft tissue as well as hard tissue.

The hard tissue, bone, is of particular interest medically
because of the growing incidence of debilitating bone frac-
ture as our population ages.20 Changes in bone material
properties are believed to play a role in fracture risk.21–23

With the top screw backed off, as discussed in the supple-
mentary materials,3 the TDI functions as a Bone Diagnostic
Instrument,1,2 which may, after clinical tests, prove useful in
quantifying the component of bone fragility due to degraded
material properties. Figure 6 shows tests of the TDI, working
as a bone diagnostic instrument, on a living patient to deter-
mine if the procedure is painful or results in complications.
Neither this patient nor the others tested to date experienced

FIG. 4. �Color� Demonstration of the ability of the TDI to distinguish differences in moduli of stratified materials such as cartilage. �a� The elastic modulus
can be determined with the type V probe assembly that indents soft materials rather than penetrating them, as above. �b� PA gels with elastic moduli in the
range previously reported for cartilage �0.2–1 MPa� were used to validate the TDI relative to other established methods, including atomic force microscopy,
nanoindentation, and bulk stress relaxation. PA gel moduli increased dose-dependently with cross-linker concentration �p=0.012�. �c� To construct a stratified
elastic modulus gel, a 0.2 mm thick layer of “compliant” PA gel was poured over a prepolymerized 1 mm thick “stiff” PA gel. �d� The force vs displacement
curve produced by the TDI revealed two distinct slopes on the loading curve for the stratified gels. Each slope of the composite gel matches the corresponding
slopes for homogeneous 0.5% and 2% PA gel, demonstrating the capability to analyze stratified materials, such as cartilage. �e� A schematic of the indentation
tests performed on cartilage, which were performed in hydrated conditions with phosphate buffered saline. �f� Using similar test conditions, the TDI easily
distinguished between young cadaveric cartilage and aged degenerated cartilage measured in situ.
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any pain beyond the initial “stick” when the local anesthesia
was injected. There have been no complications.

III. DISCUSSION OF NEW POSSIBILITIES

It might, in the future, be possible for the TDI to mea-
sure the interaction forces between antibody coated test
probes and tissues. This would allow measurements of single
molecule interactions as is currently achieved with an atomic
force microscope.24 Rupture forces in the range of 20–140
pN have been measured for many receptor-ligand interac-
tions with single-cell force spectroscopy.25 With these
interaction forces, we can make order of magnitude estimates
of forces we might find when trying to rotate or translate a
test probe that had bound to a tissue with many molecular
bonds in parallel. Assuming a molecular density of
1 molecule /10 nm2, an interaction force per molecule of 50
pN, a coated region of area of 4�10−6 m2 �the exposed area
of the type D probe�, and a fractional binding of 1%, we
would get a force of 50 pN /molecule�4�10−6 m2

�1 molecule /10 nm2� .01=200 mN. The present lower
limits of sensitivity of the TDI for forces come from the
friction between the test probe and the reference probe, of
the order of 10 mN, and from the force noise in our force
transducer, of the order of 5 mN in a 1 kHz bandwidth. Thus
forces of the magnitude that could be expected from molecu-
lar interactions with coated tips should be measurable. A big
problem could be nonspecific interaction masking specific
interactions. A proof of concept experimental approach to

overcoming this masking effect would be to use a test probe
coated on just one side that was exposed to the tissue under
test through a window in the wall of a closed-end reference
probe. The difference in the forces between the test probe
and the tissue under test for the coated versus uncoated side
could be measured. This could naturally be extended with
multiple coatings on multiple strips on the test probe, each
exposed one by one through a slit in the wall of the closed-
end reference probe. We emphasize, however, that proof of
concept experiments will be necessary to evaluate this poten-
tial application of the TDI.

It is important to note that though the present instrument
is able to make basic measurements in a wide range of tis-
sues �almost all tissues in the human body from very soft
breast tissue to hard, mineralized tissues�, it is in a very early
stage of development. More versatile instruments with more
measurement modalities, such as mentioned above, and more
user convenience features, such as wireless operation, are
possible. Specialized instruments for specific measurements
in specific tissues could be developed at a small fraction of
the cost of the fully versatile instrument. The device could
also be modified to assess materials properties of various
bioengineered artificial three dimensional tissues.26,27
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